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ARTIST + DESIGNER MARC ANGE SELECTS SUNBRELLA®
FOR LES ARAIGNÉES ET LE REFUGE AT ART BASEL
Inspired Installation Augmented With Sunbrella Design + Performance

Acclaimed artist and designer Marc Ange called up
luxe Sunbrella® upholstery fabric for his art installation Les
Araigneés et Le Refuge during Art Basel at Miami Beach.
Les Araigneés et Le Refuge, presented by
Wallpaper*, combines Le Refuge, the renowned pink
daybed fresh from its Milan Design Week debut, and Les
Araigneés, a collection of Sunbrella-upholstered armchairs
that “evoke the strange, yet elegant, shape of spiders.”
“Les Araigneés draw inspiration from the threatening behavior of the small creatures that
haunted my childhood dreams, and are the reason why Le Refuge exists,” said Ange, who believes
nothing can exist without its opposite.
The armchairs feature a circular seat, placed on a hemispherical base, that is suspended by a
multitude of metal legs in gold, silver and copper. Ange selected Sunbrella for Les Araigneés due to the
upholstery fabric’s legendary performance, which allows the armchairs to be used indoors and outdoors.
“I have always appreciated design tensions that result from unexpected combinations,” said
Greg Voorhis, executive design director for Sunbrella. “Rather than limiting yourself to a specific color or
theme, we agree with Marc: opposites make the best pairings. Sunbrella fabrics are luxurious and soft to
the touch, and feature unmatched durability, stain resistance and cleanability.”
Art Basel at Miami Beach is the premier art show of the Americas offering a platform for
distinguished artists and galleries. Enjoy Les Araigneés et Le Refuge through December 10 at the Faena
Hotel Miami.
For more information about Sunbrella upholstery fabrics visit sunbrella.com, and follow the story
on Instagram during Art Basel at Miami Beach: @sunbrella and @marc.ange.

ABOUT MARC ANGE

Marc Ange was born in the Holy City of Rome, under the terror of the Red Brigades, in a rootless family with a surreal
story, torn between art, religion and madness. His childhood marks his universe and his creations, eternally balanced
between the real and the unreal, perfection and mistake, harmony and chance. It is in Paris, the city where he grew
up, that Marc Ange develops his work as Artist and Designer. His designs include objects for high-end luxury brands,
furniture pieces, cars and interiors. Marc Ange now lives in Los Angeles where he opened his second studio, drawing
inspiration from the city's vibrant artistic wave. Marc Ange is currently developing concepts for hotels, restaurants,
boutiques and private residences from both his studio in Paris and Los Angeles. bloomroomstudio.com @marc.ange

ABOUT SUNBRELLA FABRICS
Sunbrella has revolutionized the way the world thinks about how beautiful fabrics look, feel and perform. With an
inspired palette of colors, styles and textures, premium Sunbrella fabrics give consumers, designers and architects
the materials they need to create the extraordinary in marine, shade, indoor upholstery, outdoor upholstery,
commercial and contract applications.
Versatile in style and function, Sunbrella fabrics create welcoming spaces indoors and out, offering durability, fade
resistance and ease of cleaning. They also offer peace of mind; Sunbrella fabrics have achieved GREENGUARD
GOLD certification as contributing to healthy indoor air quality.
Introduced in 1961, Sunbrella fabrics are manufactured and marketed by Glen Raven, Inc., a 137-year-old familyowned company based in North Carolina with operations worldwide. For more information on Sunbrella, including
inspiration, fabric collections and where to buy, visit sunbrella.com.

